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As part of an upcoming rule
EPA TO LAUNCH NEW HAZARDOUS WASTE
ELECTRONIC TRACKING PILOT PROJECT
EPA is expected next month to begin a new pilot project designed to
test the effectiveness of tracking hazardous waste generation, storage and
disposal using electronic manifests and recordkeeping systems, an agency
source says.
EPA sources say the results of the pilot project will aid the agency in
its efforts to promulgate revisions to Resource Conservation & Recovery
Act manifest and reporting requirements (see related story).
State sources say they are pleased that EPA is moving forward with
the project, since the systems tested during the pilot will likely mean
substantial savings in the time and resources states and regulated entities
spend generating paperwork and tracking hazardous wastes.
continued on page 4

Electronic recycling
KEY INDUSTRY PROJECT TESTS ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY
OF COMPUTER RECLAMATION
A recently concluded industry computer collection pilot project is
expected to yield valuable long-term information about the economic
feasibility of collection, recycling and reuse of electronic products, sources
following the issue say.
Sources close to the effort say that next year the project leaders will
release a report analyzing the results of the effort from an economic
perspective because industry and EPA agree that in order for computer and
electronic collection programs to be successful, they will need to rely
heavily on the private sector.
The San Jose Collection Pilot - which ended Oct. 31 - is the
second pilot to come out of an EPA pollution prevention program and is the
continued on page 12

NEW MEXICO BLASTS ENERGY DEPT. PLAN TO SHIP
RADIOACTIVE WASTE WITHOUT RCRA PERMIT
New Mexico officials are assailing the Department of Energy's
(DOE) conclusion that it can legally ship low-level radioactive waste for
disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP) in the state without a
Resource Conservation & Recovery Act permit.
DOE officials contend that the radioactive waste is not mixed with
hazardous constituents like lead, cleaning solvents and other contaminants
that are regulated under RCRA. Therefore, if EPA approves the facilitywhich the agency may do as early as next spring - radioactive waste
shipments can begin, the department says.
But New Mexico Attorney General Tom Udall (D) says the
department's finding is troubling and raises questions about its credibility,
since OOE has broken a promise to complete all permit requirements before
971125
continued on next page
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accepting any waste at the site.
11 says the state is exploring what legal cours1
ction it can take.
EPA officials proposed 1!13 .•1onth to approve the massive WIPP site that will serve as a permanent disposal
facility for defense-related mixed radioactive and hazardous waste. But the facility still awaits a RCRA permit from
the New Mexico Environment Department, and state sources say there is no guarantee that the permit will be
approved. EPA's proposed decision is undergoing a 120-day public comment period.
The WIPP is a waste disposal facility located on 16 square miles of federal land in Carlsbad, NM, and is a potential
geologic disposal facility for radioactive wastes, such as contaminated clothing, rags, glassware sludges and equipment
generated as by-products of nuclear weapons production. The disposal cavity- located 2, 100 feet underground in excavated
natural salt formations - has been designed to collapse on itself and seal the radioactive waste from the environment
The facility is exempt from RCRA land disposal restrictions, but other parts of the statute still apply, and EPA
is responsible for certifying that the WIPP safely contains the long-lived mixed radioactive and hazardous waste.
Sources involved in the issue say DOE cannot dispose of"transuranic" waste at the facility until EPA has certified
that the facility complies with agency disposal standards and the state issues a RCRA permit to regulate the hazardous components of the radioactive waste.
But in what state officials are calling a drastic change, DOE now says that New Mexico "has no regulatory
authority to prevent transuranic waste shipments to the WIPP," according to department documents. Therefore, DOE
says the department does not need a RCRA permit to ship radioactive waste to the facility. "We would like to have a
permit in place before we receive one single drum," one DOE official says, "but we feel we can begin shipping nonmixed radioactive waste if EPA approves our permit"
DOE also says that the department is not breaking any promise to ship radioactive materials without a state
hazardous waste permit. "No, there is no breach in promise," the DOE documents say, "just a change in circumstance." The department says it had fully intended to ship waste only after securing a RCRA permit, but adds that the
state has failed to move along the same timely permit process that EPA has. DOE also points out that Mark E.
Weidler, secretary of the Environment Department, in an Oct. 14, 1997, letter to state Rep. John A. Heaton, acknowledges that the WIPP can open for disposal of non-mixed radioactive waste without a RCRA permit.
But Udall disagrees with DOE's position, saying the department has broken its promise and has misrepresented
the actual amount of radioactive waste to be shipped to the WIPP. "It is troubling," Udall says, "because past
estimates said the amount [of radioactive waste] was small. DOE's estimates have gone up from one percent to forty
percent." Udall continues, "It raises the question about their credibility and about if they know what is in those
barrels." Udall in tum says that in a Feb. 14, 1994, letter to then-Secretary Judith Espinosa, DOE clarified that the
department "has no plans or intentions of disposing of any wastes (neither hazardous, radioactive nor mixed) in the
WIPP prior to the receipt of a RCRA Part B Disposal Phase permit."
Udall says DOE "is backtracking on their promise and that is not a good course of action . ... We are troubled
by the idea they want to do this."

EPA, NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION FINALIZE MIXED WASTE TESTING GUIDE
EPA and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) have put the finishing touches on a testing guidance for
radioactive waste generators to determine whether their materials are mixed wastes subject to the requirements of the
Resource Conservation & Recovery Act.
The guidance, published in the Nov. 20 Federal Register, heavily emphasizes the use of the generator's
knowledge of the waste material to determine whether a radioactive waste is mixed with hazardous components, thus
avoiding the requirement for toxicity testing which could expose workers to radiation. The agencies say the guidance
document will be useful to facilities that generate radioactive waste or store the material on-site, and for those plants
that accept mixed waste for off-site treatment, storage or disposal.
Mixed waste is material that is subject to the hazardous waste regulations of RCRA and the radioactive waste
requirements of the Atomic Energy Act. The testing guidance - one of two joint rulemakings being developed by
EPA and NRC - includes a description of the regulatory requirements for concluding whether a waste material is a
RCRA hazardous waste; the information necessary for proper treatment, storage, and disposal of mixed wastes; and
the implications of the RCRA land disposal restrictions on waste characterization.
The guidance offers strategies for helping to limit radiation exposures if testing of radioactive waste is required,
and discusses other sampling and testing procedures. The document encourages mixed waste handlers to use waste
knowledge, where possible, in making RCRA hazardous waste determinations that involve mixed waste.
The guidance says that generators of wastes containing a radioactive component must establish whether the
solid waste is also hazardous. Generators may conclude the material is in RCRA Subpart D if it is not ignitable,
corrosive, reactive or toxic. The guidance also says that a generator may test surrogate material - a chemically identical
material with less or no radioactivity- to project the RCRA status; that generators are responsible for determining whether
their waste is restricted from land disposal by testing the waste; and that owners or operators of facilities that treat, store or
dispose of hazardous waste must obtain a chemical and physical analysis of a representative sample of the waste.
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Extending flexibility to C

ral sites

EPA POLICIES ALLOW RCRA CLEANUPS TO SKIRT SUPERFUND LISTING
EPA has issued two policies allowing federal contaminated hazardous waste sites to bypass the
Superfund process if the sites are already being cleaned up under the Resource Conservation & Recovery Act,
an agency source says.
EPA Acting Assistant Administrator for Solid Waste & Emergency Response Tim Fields signed the
policies Nov. 13.
The policies allow RCRA-regulated federal facility sites to avoid a listing on the Superfund program's National
Priorities List (NPL) through a process already available for private sites. The policies set criteria EPA will use to
either defer a site from listing on the NPL or delete a site from the NPL ifRCRA authority applies.
EPA has altered its policy on deferring and delisting RCRA federal facility sites from the NPL because of
changing Superfund law and administrative reforms, according to an EPA source. A provision in the 1997 Defense
Authoriz.ation Act modified the Superfund law, giving EPA "clear legal authority to consider RCRA subtitle C
corrective action[s] when making a listing decision for federal facility sites," the source says. The second impetus for
the change in policy was EPA's ongoing Superfund administrative reforms which aim at streamlining cleanups and
providing greater regulatory flexibility in cleaning Superfund sites, the source says.
The first policy sets three criteria for EPA to consider in an NPL listing decision ifthe site is also addressed by
RCRA corrective action authority. All three criteria must be met for EPA to forgo listing, according to the EPA
source. The first criterion requires that the contaminated site is addressed by RCRA subtitle C corrective action
authorities under an existing enforceable order or permit with corrective action provisions. The second criterion
requires that response actions under RCRA must be progressing adequately, and the third requirement says the state
and community must support deferral of the NPL listing, according to the source.
Under the second criterion, a determination as to whether a RCRA action is progressing adequately is based on various
factors, such as whether the owner or operator of the facility has been cooperative in cleanup negotiations, this source says.
The "RCRA Deletion Policy," also issued Nov. 13, extends to federal facilities allowances already available at
private sites on the NPL. The new policy references criteria in an earlier EPA guidance that allowed deletions for
private sites being cleaned up under RCRA. For sites already listed on the NPL, EPA now will allow deletions of
RCRA federal facilities provided that: the site, if considered under the new NPL deferral policy, would not be placed
on the NPL; the cleanup is now being addressed by RCRA; the response under RCRA is progressing adequately; and
that deletion from the NPL "would not disrupt an ongoing [Superfund] action," the EPA source says.
The policies are currently open for a 60 day public comment period

EPA EYES STUDY OF SOIL, GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION FROM LANDFILLS
EPA's waste office is considering launching a study into concerns that landfills may create a form of heavy
liquid effluent that contaminates soil and groundwater that traditional cleanup technologies are unable to remediate,
an agency source says.
The source stresses, however, that funding for the project has yet to be secured and that the proposal is still in
the preliminary stages.
The issue centers around the contamination of soil and groundwater by dense, non-aqueous phase liquids
(DNAPLs). According to a scientist with the Department of Energy (DOE), DNAPL contamination is commonly
caused when solvents - particularly chlorinated metal cleaning solutions - seep into the ground. DNAPLs have a
very low solubility in water, this source says, a condition that make traditional "pump and treat'' cleanup methods
ineffective since only a small portion of the DNAPL contamination becomes "trapped" in water.
DNAPLs are also more dense than water, making their dispersal into the ground hard to predict. This
unpredictablity also makes cleanup efforts difficult. Although DNAPL contamination has traditionally been considered a problem caused by leaking storage containers and pits, a recent report conducted by a Canadian university
shows that contamination may also be wide-spread among U.S. haz.ardous and municipal waste landfills (RCRA
Report, April 18, p4).
An EPA source says that the agency will likely undertake a multi-phase study ofDNAPL contamination from
landfills to determine the scope of the problem. This source points out that there is relatively little information on the
subject and that it is still unclear whether or not landfills actually cause such contamination. According to this source,
EPA will collect information on the various types of constituents found in DNAPLs and will then apply a multipathway model to these constituents-possibly by using current modelling schemes such as the agency's groundwater modeling project. This source says that the study should answer a number of basic questions, su~ as the general
size of the problem or at what level DNAPL constituents cause a risk to human health and the environment. Additionally, this source says that if EPA decides further action is warranted, the study will lay the groundwork for any
future policy or regulatory development.
continued on next page
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But the EPA source cau ·
hat the agency has yet to finalize its fiscal ye
8 budget, and that the DNAPL
study may not receive funding
ext year. Projects such as the hazardous waste 1 entification rule and other
projects with court-ordered deadlines will receive funding before the DNAPL study, the source says, and EPA
management has made no fiscal commitments to the project.

EPA TO PURSUE ELECTRONIC WASTE TRACKING PROJECT ... begins on page one
According to the EPA source, the pilot will be broken into two phases. Phase I - scheduled to start in January
1998 and to run through March - will use an electronic data interchange (EDI) system - a system that transfers
data electronically from one facility or regulatory agency to another - for tracking hazardous waste generation,
storage and disposal in three pilot states. The EPA source says that EDI technology will allow generators to transfer
information regarding their wastes to haulers, who in tum will be able to transmit the information electronically to
storage and disposal facilities. Additionally, this source says, the EDI system will enable regulated entities to submit
reporting on waste-related activities to state officials electronically. According to this source, the agency expects
generators and handlers to submit "hundreds" of reports and manifests via the EDI system, which will allow the
agency to collect accurate information on the strengths and weaknesses of the system.
Phase II of the project will incorporate so-called "electronic signature" technology into the electronic reporting
and manifesting systems. An EPA source says that this technology - used in the private sector for a number of years
- will make it possible for regulators to ensure that reports and manifests submitted to them are in fact being
submitted by facilities, and not some outside individual. The source goes on to say that the technology has become
"incredibly secure" in recent years, pointing out that it has a built-in capability to "lock up" documents - making
them impossible to alter once the "signature" is put on the document.
Additionally, EPA will launch late next year an internet site containing a "smart form," which will allow
facilities to submit manifests and other required reports on-line. The agency source says that this phase of the project
is particularly important, since it will likely lead to the creation of a standard reporting form that would create
uniformity in the electronic reporting process.
An EPA source says that once the pilot is completed, the agency will draft a report on the efficiency and practicability
of electronic reporting, as well as whether or not the computer programs crafted by the agency are user-fiiendly.

EPA TO ANNOUNCE STRATEGY FOR HAZARDOUS WASTE MANIFEST PLAN
As part of an upcoming rulemaking effort, EPA will hold a series of meetings over the next several months to
inform stakeholders on the agency's plans for crafting a proposal that would streamline hazardous waste tracking
systems, agency sources say.
EPA sources say the agency strategy for the proposed rulemaking will include reducing the size of forms,
reporting and tracking waste electronically and exempting certain wastes from reporting and manifesting requirements. A hazardous waste manifest is a description of wastes that a generator drafts when it ships those materials offsite for disposal, storage, reuse or recycling.
The effort comes as a result of rule that would standardize hazardous waste manifesting and reporting requirements under the Resource Conservation & Recovery Act. The effort is intended to offer clearer federal guidelines on
waste storage, disposal, and reuse. EPA and state sources say current statutory language is vague on how to handle
manifests, adding that the confusion has led to a patchwork of requirements from state to state. State and industry
officials have long supported the effort, hoping that it will bring a level of consistency to the process while reducing
reporting and record keeping burdens. This is EPA' s second attempt at reforming the manifest system, coming after a
1995 proposal was scrapped for being too costly and burdensome on industry.
An EPA source says the agency will propose modifying manifest and reporting forms to cut down on paper
work burdens to both industry and state regulators. The agency is also looking at the concept of electronic reporting
and recordkeeping, which one source says has become increasingly popular with state regulators and industry alike.
EPA and a handful of states are set to begin a pilot project designed to test the efficiency and use of electronic
tracking of hazardous waste (see related story). One source says that the results of the tests will likely provide the
agency with an understanding of how to write and implement the final rule.
EPA is also considering creating an exemption for a number of hazardous wastes, including recyclables and
wastes that have "commodity-like values" - or wastes that can be sold or reused for use in producing a product. The
agency source says that in many cases, recyclables or commodity-like wastes have additional systems for accounting
for their handling, transfer and disposal, making the manifest requirements duplicative. This source says that EPA
will float th idea of either granting a total exemption for some wastes or greatly reducing the reporting needs for
others - particularly recyclables.
EPA sources say they hope to gamer extensive comments from state regulators and stakeholders over the next
several months on how best to proceed with the rulemaking. An agency source says that EPA hopes to propose a
formal rule by October 1998.
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STATE NEWS
INDUSTRY PANS NEW MASSACHUSETTS STUDY ON MERCURY FROM BATTERIES
The National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) is roundly criticizing a new report by Massachusetts officials concluding that alkaline batteries are responsible for nearly 70 percent of the mercury being emitted
from municipal solid waste incinerators (MSW) in the state.
NEMA says the state has made erroneous assumptions based on an old battery study conducted in New Jersey,
and has overestimated the amount of mercury coming from alkaline batteries. "We strongly disagree with the
numbers," one NEMA source says.
State officials, however, stand firm in their position that the report is accurate based on the data available at the
time the study was conducted. State sources could not say ifthe new report will force the Department of Environmental Protection to place additional controls on MSW incinerators or the battery industry.
The issue revolves around a 1997 state report on the amount of mercury being emitted from MSW incinerators
in Massachusetts in 1996. The report concludes that alkaline batteries are responsible for 6,980 pounds - or 69
percent - of the 10,410 pounds of mercury being emitted from the facilities. The number is significantly higher than
another 1996 Massachusetts study concluding that the figure was 35 percent. Despite this increase, state sources say
that estimates for the year 2000 will be less because the electrical industry has made significant progress in reducing
the mercury concentrations in batteries over the last few years. The report says the total amount will be 2,234 pounds
in 2000 and 488 pounds in 2005.
But industry sources say the report is misleading and argue that the state made false claims about imported and
button cell batteries. In addition, one NEMA source says Massachusetts incorrectly relied on data from a study of
disposed alkaline batteries conducted by Duracell Inc. and Camden County, NJ, in which the stakeholders found that
the mercury concentrations in the batteries averaged 912 parts per million (see related story).
The NEMA source says this Duracell/Camden study used a "worst-case" scenario in order to gauge how much

NEW JERSEY ABANDONS PLAN TO SEEK HIGH-MERCURY BATTERY RECYCLING
After a recent meeting with electric appliance manufacturers, New Jersey officials say they have dropped
plans to force companies in the state to pursue cooperative initiatives and recycling programs to remove from
circulation older alkaline batteries that may contain high levels of mercury.
A state environmental official says evidence shows that mercury levels in alkaline batteries are relatively
low, so a massive battery collection program seems unlikely at this point. The source says, however, that the state
may pursue programs designed to target older appliances that could contain the old high-mercury batteries.
New Jersey officials made the decision after appliance manufacturers presented the results of a recent
survey suggesting that mercury concentrations in alkaline batteries are not as high as the state had previously
thought. The industry survey indicated that mercury levels in alkaline batteries stand at about 348 parts per million
(ppm), compared to the 912 ppm New Jersey contended in a July 17, 1997, letter.
Earlier this summer in the letter to the National Electric Manufacturers Association (NEMA), John A.
Castner, acting director of New Jersey's Office of Permitting & Technical Programs, relayed the state's concern that
the levels of mercury in alkaline batteries are at elevated and unacceptable levels. The letter says that the finding
was based on a study conducted by Duracell, Inc. and Camden County, NJ - a survey indicating that the average
level of mercury in alkaline batteries is over 900 ppm - high enough to fail EPA' s test that determines if a waste is
hazardous.
The state felt that the mercury levels in batteries were high enough to consider requiring industry to set up
cooperative initiatives and recycling programs to remove high-mercury batteries from circulation. State officials
were considering education campaigns, incentive programs or take-back plans that would have been used by the
battery industry to remove the older alkaline batteries from circulation.
But NEMA contended that most batteries go through the waste stream quickly and that more than twothirds of batteries do not have a high mercury content.
New Jersey officials have now withdrawn the battery projects from the discussions, state and NEMA
sources say, because environmental staff were satisfied with industry test data showing that most batteries do not
contain high levels of mercury. The NEMA official says the association is preparing a draft of the full study and will
release the findings to the public in about two months.
In the meantime, state staff and NEMA will continue discussions on how to remove mercury-containing
electric products from circulation in New Jersey. The state will focus on older electronic materials - like old handheld radios, cassette players, cameras and clocks - for high mercury content.
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mercury is in batteries so the ·
could estimate when it can implement a ce
technology that requires a
mercury-free waste stream. The
ce also says that the report was old and that a more recent study is available. This
new industry study, conducted in October by NEMA, shows that the mercury concentrations now stand at 348 ppm.
"Mercury in our batteries is dropping substantially," the source says. "[The rate] is fifty percent every two years,
computer modelling shows."
One Massachusetts official agrees that the Camden/Duracell analysis "asked different questions, but it
was relevant information to the [Massachusetts] study." The source continues, "New batteries actually have
lower mercury concentrations. The industry has done a great job, but the numbers from the Camden study which was done by the industry- is the mercury we could not account for in our first report." As for the
charge that the state made false claims about imported and button cell batteries, the Massachusetts source says
the industry has never submitted complete analytical data on the issues. "We have been trying to get button cell
data from NEMA for years," the source says, "but we have only gotten some here and there. The truth is, they
don't know."
The new Massachusetts report comes at a time when mercury-containing products, including batteries, are a hot
issue in the state. Earlier this year, the state legislature was considering a controversial bill that would have forced
manufacturers selling mercury-containing products in the state to ensure that the state has sufficient capacity for
proper collection, transportation and recycling of waste from the products. Sources following the issue say the legislation
makes Massachusetts the first state to advocate placing the onus for mercury waste management on industry.
State and industry sources say the two sides will continue discussing the report, but at press time no schedule
had been set.

STATE OFFICIALS MULL STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS WASTE IN FERTILIZER
Growing concern among state officials and the public regarding the use of hazardous waste in fertilizers has
created a flurry of activity nationally, including a Washington state work group that is drafting legislation which
would set standards for the use of such wastes in fertilizers, a state source says. A national organization of state
regulators is also considering a similar move.
EPA staff say that the agency is still gathering data on fertilizer risks, and is unlikely to propose any new steps
to address the issue for several more months.
But a source with the fertilizer industry says that using hazardous wastes as a constituent in fertilizer is very
uncommon, and insists that the issue "is really very minuscule."
The Washington Department of Ecology and EPA began investigating the presence of toxic contaminants in
fertilizer earlier this year in the wake of newspaper reports describing damaged crops in Washington and the use of
some industrial wastes in fertilizer.
One of the primary micronutrients in fertilizer is zinc, and a primary source of zinc is "electric arc furnace
dust," a steel production byproduct that is regulated as a hazardous waste - called K06 l - under the Resource
Conservation & Recovery Act. One environmentalist also says that in recent comments to EPA, the fertilizer industry
said that two-thirds of all zinc supplements used by the industry come from K06 l, and that if the waste were subject
to RCRA regulations, the fertilizer manufacturers would face a severe zinc shortage.
While zinc must be managed as a hazardous waste under Subtitle C of RCRA when it is disposed, it can be
legally reused in fertilizer under a recycling exemption promulgated in the late 1980s. K06 l also contains smaller
amounts of lead and cadmium. But fertilizer products made from natural materials also often contain toxic contaminants, particularly metals such as cadmium and arsenic. Hence, Washington and EPA are investigating both natural
fertilizer and products made with industrial wastes such as K06 l.
State officials and environmentalists acknowledge that they do not know whether there are any adverse
environmental effects from the use of these wastes in fertilizer, but the reports in Washington have raised alarms at
the state and national level. Participants in these efforts say a primary step will be to identify what, if any, environmental or health risks these fertilizers pose.
Washington Gov. Gary Locke (D) is expected to propose new legislation on the issue early next year
when the state legislature reconvenes. According to a state source, the legislative proposal - based on the
recommendations of the state work group - would establish labeling requirements and some interim standards
for contaminants in fertilizer.
While details of the bill are still being hammered out, state sources say the legislation would establish interim
contaminant concentration limits, most likely based on standards established by Canada Those standards apply to all
fertilizers and allow only a 5 percent increase in metals above a "national background soil level'' over 40 years. A
state source says Locke believes the Canadian standards are the "most viable" option. The bill would also institute
new labeling requirements for fertilizers and new contaminant testing standards. According to this source, the
legislation was presented last week to a special stakeholder task force - of local environmental and agriculture
groups, the fertilizer industry and state regulators.
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The Association o
·e Plant Food Control Officials (ASPFCO)
group of state agricultural officials
- has also drafted recommendations for controlling such fertilizers, a sourc
ith the group says. According to this
source, a special task force on the issue fonned by ASPFCO recommends that the group fonnally propose model
legislation requiring companies to label all such fertilizers. If adopted, the labeling standards would be the first ever
in the nation. EPA and state sources say that although the group has no regulatory authority of its own, state governments have traditionally looked to ASPFCO for guidance on issues relating to fertilizers, and state legislatures have
frequently adopted the group's model language into law.
Additionally, the head of the task force has also recommended that ASPFCO adopt the Canadian fertilizer
standards as an interim "base-line," until additional infonnation on U.S. fertilizer uses can be obtained. According to
a source with the group, the Canadian standards would likely need to be adjusted for a variety of variables specific to
this country, such as soil types and frequency of use.
Meanwhile, EPA staff say that the agency is still in the early stages of data gathering, and has not yet
decided whether there is in fact a problem that warrants a national response. "We're still in a problem-identification mode, not a problem-solving mode," an EPA source says, adding that the agency will not make any
policy decisions for several months.
However, agency staff say that if EPA does discover a legitimate health concern, the agency could take steps to
address the problem under section 2605 of the Toxic Substances Control Act, which gives EPA the authority to
pursue a number of options to control hazardous substances. Under this provision, EPA can require labeling of
hazardous mixtures, limit the commercial use of substances, or enact an outright ban on the manufacturing of
hazardous chemicals or mixtures.

UPCOMING FLORIDA REPORT TO DETAIL INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO ENFORCEMENT
Florida officials will soon release a new report detailing the state's efforts to enforce its waste laws and other
environmental regulations based on an innovative perfonnance-based approach to inspections and monitoring, a state
source says.
State sources say this is the first time a state has undertaken such a major shift away from traditional enforcement activities, and add that the effort will likely serve as a model for other states.
Although at press time details of the report were unavailable, state Gov. Lawton Chiles (D) is expected to
unveil the report December 2, sources say.
The Florida Department of Environmental Protection's (DEP) report will present results of the department's
new "Compliance Rates" project. DEP developed the new approach in an effort to move away from the use of
enforcement numbers and to instead gauge compliance rates on environmental perfonnance. The state used a fourtiered philosophy that will detail the level of significant compliers with environmental regulations like the Resource
Conservation & Recovery Act and state waste statutes.
According to state documents, this approach allows DEP to "analyze our perfonnance with traditional approaches as well as measure the success of alternative or non-traditional approaches." The document points out that
in a majority of cases, facilities have complied with strict emissions standards under the Clean Air Act; however,
emissions of a number of pollutants have continued to rise. Previous enforcement methods would have neither shown
such a discrepancy, nor would they have reflected voluntary efforts DEP and a number of facilities have undertaken
to curb these emissions.
One state source says DEP's enforcement strategy will provide regulators and the public with a greater understanding of compliance rates within the state, as well as what areas regulators should target for future enforcement.
One advantage, this source says, is that the report will provide state and federal regulators with a first-ever set of
baseline compliance numbers which DEP can then use to determine the compliance rates of specific facilities or
sectors. This source explains that in addition to breaking down waste generators into traditional categories, the
agency will now break them down by facility type - such as dry cleaners, chemical manufacturers or autobody
shops. This will allow DEP to reflect compliance numbers more accurately.
The DEP source says the state is working on re-allocating funds to create a new, "truly random" inspection
process that would provide regulators with a more accurate picture of enforcement efforts as well as the compliance
rate for an entire sector. According to this source, DEP and EPA officials have begun preliminary negotiations on a
state proposal to do joint inspections under this process. Although no decisions have been made regarding the
proposal, EPA officials are interested, this source says.
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MAYORS RESPOND TO CUN
'S CALL TO
EDUCATE PUBLIC ON BR .llNFIELDS
The United States Conference of Mayors (USCM)
kicked off its national tour of communities late October in an
effort to respond to President Clinton' s call to educate
communities about brownfields, a USCM source says.
Clinton spoke to the conference last June in San
Francisco, encouraging the mayors to highlight brownfields
issues publicly. A USCM source notes that Clinton supports
brownfields efforts but wanted to get the word out. " It' s not a
kitchen table issue," the source says.
As local leaders, the mayors have primary responsibility
for local cleanup and redevelopment oflightly contaminated
brownfields sites. Municipalities are also the recipients of a
host of financial support through federal government loans,
grants and tax incentives as a component of President
Clinton's National Brownfields Action Agenda.
Fort Wayne, IN Mayor Paul Helmke -who attended
the opening ceremony in Charlotte NC - said in a statement
Oct. 23 that the tour would "educate the public on
[brownfields] , showcase the need for action on brownfields
and [demonstrate] why a stronger partnership with the federal
government in recycling these sites is necessary."
Helmke also said that Rep. Sherwood Boehlert' s (R-NY)
Superfund bill "holds great promise that the Federal Government soon will become more fully engaged in supporting
mayors and their efforts to redevelop 'brownfields." ' That
bill provides for $20 million a year for five years for assessment grants and $65 million a year for five years for a
brownfields remediation grant program.
The tour will begin again in April or May and the
conference will visit several communities which have not yet
been determined.

PENNSYLVANIA ENVIRONMENTALISTS TO
PUSH FOR LIMITED WASTE DISPOSAL BANS
Fearing that the end of"flow-control" ordinances in
New Jersey will tum neighboring states into dumping
grounds, Pennsylvania environmentalists plan to press their
state legislature next year to enact waste-stream specific
disposal bans to prevent construction of new or expanded
disposal facilities, a source with the group says.
The Supreme Court this month struck down a New
Jersey law that prevented solid waste generated in the state
from being shipped to an out-of-state disposal facility . With
that law voided, environmentalists fear that New Jersey waste
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haulers will ship waste i
ennsylvania, in search of
cheaper disposal fees.
According to a source with the group Zero Waste
America (ZWA) - the environmental group heading up the
initiative - environmentalists will launch a campaign early
next year to pressure Pennsylvania lawmakers into enacting
tailored disposal bans in the state. This source says that for
many waste streams, such as glass or yard waste, the technology
and infrastructure exists to make disposal unnecessary. And
although Pennsylvania has a disposal restriction on waste trucks
"primarily'' containing yard waste, environmentalists contend that
the state should require that all yard wastes be separated from the
general waste stream before disposal.
Disposal bans can decrease the need for new disposal
facilities or the expansion of existing ones. ZWA believes
that such bans will be of particular interest to many state
lawmakers, since they are an effective means for controlling
out-of-state waste imports.
ZWA says that over the next several months it will be
working with the state chapter of the Sierra Club, to lobby
state legislators and state industry associations - such as
composting and glass recycling organizations - to gather
support for its disposal ban initiative.
According to environmentalists, such zero waste policies
have in recent years caught the attention of environmentalists
and waste regulators both in the United States and around the
world. A number of national groups - including the
Grassroots Recycling Coalition and the Sierra Club - have
adopted zero waste policies, and according to this source, the
Untied Nations has undertaken a zero waste project designed
to end waste production at the source.

MISSISSIPPI MAN CHARGED WITH ILLEGAL
DUMPING OF HAZARDOUS WASTE
A Mississippi man was indicted this month for allegedly
transporting and disposing of hazardous waste in violation of
the Resource Conservation & Recovery Act, according to an
official EPA statement.
David Aultman was indicted Nov. 18 in the U.S. District
Court for the Southern District of Mississippi for illegally
transporting more than 100 drums of waste and then dumping
them on family property. According to the EPA statement,
Aultman is alleged to have disposed of a number of highly
toxic chemicals, including lead, methyl ethyl ketone, benzene
and carbon tetrachloride.
If convicted, Aultman could face up to five years in
prison and a $250,000 fine.
•
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Action Items

Waste management facility, post-closure requirements.
EPA continues to work on a proposal to streamline the postclosure permitting process for hazardous waste facilities. The
effort is aimed at ensuring that alternative permitting plans
provide for adequate public participation, agency staff say.
The rule is expected to go final by the end of the year.
EPA staffsay the proposed rule may be rewritten to allow
for public participation at the earliest stages of planning for
facility closures, prompting concerns from some industry
representatives who suggest that too much public input in the
closure process could negate some of the streamlining benefits of the rule.
The proposed rule would allow state and federal regulators to exempt cleanups at closed facilities from current
permit requirements under RCRA. Instead, sources say, the
new rule would open up a number of other cleanup options to
cleanup officials, including the use of enforcement orders and
the Superfund law.
An agency official says the rule will eliminate the requirement for a post-closure permit, instead allowing state
and federal regulators to use a variety of alternative authorities in lieu of these permits, including Superfund authority,
corrective action and enforcement orders.
Officials from EPA's Office of Solid Waste said that the
1994 rule - called the Waste Management Facility, Postclosure Requirements Rule - is expected to undergo an
interagency review at the White House by the end of next
month.
Currently, hazardous waste facilities face a number of
regulatory obligations that take effect upon closure. Contact:
Barbara Foster (703) 308-7057.
Regulations
Hazardous waste manifest regulation. EPA will hold a
series of meetings over the next several months designed to
bring stakeholders up to date on the agency's plans to craft a
rule that will streamline hazardous waste tracking systems,
agency sources say. The agency expects to propose the draft
rule in October 1998; a final rule is expected October 1999.
According to the agency source, EPA will propose a
variety of strategies for the proposed rule, including reducing
the size of forms, reporting electronically and excempting
certain wastes from reporting and manifesting requirements.
A hazardous waste manifest is a list of all wastes drafted
by a generator when it ships wastes off-site, either for disposal
storage reuse or recycling.
The rule would standarize hazardous waste manifesting
and reporting requirements under the Resource Conservation
& Recovery Act to offer clearer federal guidelines on waste
storage, disposal and reuse.
Current statutory language is vague on how to handle
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manifests, according to EPA and state sources. These sources
say this has led to a patchwork of different requirements from
state to state. State and industry have long supported the effort,
hoping that it will bring a level of consistency to the process
while reducing reporting and record keeping burdens.
EPA officials are considering the use of automation for
doing manifest transactions which include transmission and
storage. However, they hope to discuss more strategies at the
public meetings. Contact: Ann Codrington (703) 308-8825 .
Radioactive material disposal. EPA is considering proposing new regulations that would allow for the disposal oflowlevel radioactive material in hazardous waste facilities regulated
under RCRA, according to agency sources. EPA staff say the
agency will not decide whether to propose the regulation until
this spring.
Agency sources say preliminary studies suggest that
some RCRA facilities can safely handle the disposal of waste
containing low levels ofradioactive material.
Under current regulations, low-level radioactive waste
can only be disposed in facilities certified by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission under the Atomic Energy Act. To
date, the NRC has licenced only a handful of these facilities,
leading many such radioactive waste generators to store the
material on-site. Contact: Office of Air and Radiation (202)
564-9300, (202) 564-9203.
Conditionally-exempt small quantity generator (CESQG)
programs.EPA' s Office of Solid Waste is drafting a new rule
that could significantly streamline the approval process for
state CESQG programs.
These sources say the rule -which sets specific criteria
for state programs to benefit from the streamlined process is designed to avoid overlaps with already approved municipal and hazardous waste programs.
EPA estimates thatthere are 455,000 to 700,000 CESQGs
across the nation including industries such as vehicle maintenance, laundries, printers, metal finishers, food processors
and pesticide users. These facilities generate small amounts of
waste that include lead-acid batteries, spent solvents, dry
cleaning filter residues and photographic wastes. Contact:
Paul Cassidy, (703) 308-7281.
Hazardous waste recycling rules. EPA has crafted a new
strategy for reforming federal hazardous waste recycling
rules under RCRA that may offer regulatory relief for
product stewardship and some materials that have commercial value.
The new strategy will be pursued in lieu of a more
comprehensive rulemaking to reform RCRA recycling
rules, which EPA Office of Solid Waste Acting Director
Elizabeth Cotsworth officially laid to rest in an Oct. 7 letter
to the business community.
In the face of mounting opposition from both industry
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Regulatory Update continued
and environmentalists, EPA recently abandoned its longstanding plans to pursue a comprehensive rule to reform
federal hazardous waste recycling rules that would clarify
and relax federal rules.
After years of wrangling over several different reform
approaches, the agency settled on two broad reform options:
an "in commerce" approach that would have deregulated a
substantial amount ofon-site recycling, and a narrower "transfer-based" approach.
At issue is a proposal EPA drafted earlier this year for
rewriting RCRA' s "definition of solid waste" that would
clarify what materials are considered a waste deserving of
federal regulation. The proposal offered two approaches to
reform, both of which drew criticism from industry and
environmentalists.
EPA since 1993 has been struggling to streamline hazardous waste recycling rules, which the agency and industry
agree are complex and often discourage the reuse ofhazardous
materials. Contact: Charlotte Mooney (703) 308-7025.
Waste testing methods. EPA will submit in early January a
new package of 20 new and revised methods, called the
Update IV(a) of the SW-846.
Update IV (b), with another 20 new or revised methods
will be issued in March. Both packages will be released as
notices of data availability.
The testing methods, contained in a handbook known as
SW-846, are used by states and the regulated community in
virtually all instances where sampling or analysis is required
underRCRA.
State officials argue that the deregulation effort could make it
impossible for them to effectively monitor and verify industry
testing methods. Contact: Gail Hansen (703) 308-0463.
Municipal waste management guidance for tribal lands.
EPA is accepting public comment until Nov. 30 on its draft
guidance document, Site Specific Flexibility Requests for
Municipal Solid Waste Landfills in Indian Country. EPA
sources had not seen the comments at press time.
The guidance would give managers of municipal waste
management facilities on tribal lands the same kind of regulatory flexibility that is afforded to facilities regulated by states.
It would allow tribes more flexibility in meeting RCRA
operating standards and the ability to measure compliance
using performance-based standards as opposed to strict criteria. While EPA would still retain RCRA authority, the guidance would give tribal authorities a stronger role.
The new policy stems from EPA's effort to restore some
tribal authority lost in a landmark 1996 court ruling that struck
down EPA's decision to give a tribe the same authority as
states to run RCRA programs. In the matter of Backcountry
Against Dumps v. EPA, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 9th
District ruled that tribes can only be treated as municipalities
and not as states. Contact: Karen Rudek (703) 308-1682.
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Financial test for corporate owners/operators oflandfills.
EPA has pushed back the August date for issuing a final rule
to February to allow more time for EPA officials to review the
preamble and draft. The public comments have been reviewed.
EPA is analyzing the rule's impact on small businesses
and whether it may violate the Small Business Regulation
Enforcement Fairness Act.
The rule is designed to ensure that funds would be
available for closure, post-closure and corrective action care
at landfills. The rule is intended to reduce financial assurance
costs for corporate owners, who currently rely on more
expensive bonds or letters of credit for financial assurance.
Contact: Dale Ruhter (703) 308-8192.
Land disposal flexibility rule. The rule, which became
effective Oct. 27, provides small landfill operators with greater
regulatory flexibility in the handling and disposal of municipal solid waste.
The rulemaking closely tracks provisions of the Land
Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which was signed
by President Clinton in March oflast year as part of so-called
RCRA "rifle shot" legislation. One agency source says the
rule will allow states with authorized RCRA programs to
grant greater flexibility to "any landfill that receives 20 tons
or less of municipal solid waste per day." Contact: Allen
Geswein (703) 308-7261.
Hazardous waste identification rule: Contaminated Media. EPA recently decided to scrap the comprehensive rule,
citing major differences in opinion among the major stakeholder groups. One official says that EPA officials also
concede that the likelihood ofextensive litigation from one or
more parties also played a major role in the agency's decision
to scrap the comprehensive rule. The agency now plans to
pursue a set of narrower approaches to the proposal.
EPA officials say the agency will push back the rule's
promulgation date from April 1998 to next summer.
EPA's proposed "hazardous waste identification rule"
(HWIR) for contaminated media was designed to streamline
federal rules for hazardous waste cleanups conducted under
RCRA. EPA and state officials have worked on the rule since
1993, and issued a proposal in 1996. The sweeping plan
sought to exempt the bulk of remediation wastes from RCRA
hazardous waste rules and to delegate more cleanup authority
to state programs. The proposal was based on a risk-based
"bright line" that would divide oversight responsibility between states and EPA, with the federal agency handling
cleanups of wastes that were more toxic than the bright line
level. Contact: Carolyn Hoskinson (703) 308-8626.
Hazardous waste combustion rule. EPA's waste office has
pushed back completing work on a hazardous waste incinerator rule that will streamline the regulatory process and set the
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Regulatory Update continued
stage for the agency's Maximum Achievable Control Technology rule. The MACT rule has two parts: the "fast track"
part is expected to be finalized by early spring. EPA sources
plan to submit the fast track section of the rule to the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) in early December. The rest
of the rule should be finalized by next fall and EPA plans to
send it to OMB in September.
EPA this spring issued a new proposal for the broader
MACT rulemaking that would set emissions standards for
incinerators and cement kilns. This proposal would use the
Clean Air Act instead ofRCRA to implement the standards.
The proposal was published in the April 28 Federal Register.
The MACT rule is expected to be finalized by the end of
1998 at the earliest. The rule was delayed because ofextensive
trade group comments. The agency, under a settlement agreement, was originally due to finalize the rule by December
1996. Contact: Larry Denyer (703) 308-8770.
Litigation
Atlantic Coast Demolition and Recycling, Inc. v. Board of
Chosen Freeholders ofAtlantic County, Atlantic County Utilities Authority, et al. (U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third
Circuit, Nos. 96-5567, 96-5568, 96-5569 and 96-5570).
The U.S. Supreme Court declined to accept a New Jersey
petition asking the court to overturn an appeals court ruling
that the state's waste disposal system violates the Commerce
Clause of the Constitution by discriminating against out-ofstate waste treatment facilities.
The issue revolves around the legality of New Jersey's
solid waste management system, which controls the collection, transportation and processing of waste generated within
the state. Local governments use such systems to direct garbage to a particular disposal or transfer facility to ensure that
those sites can remain profitable and that towns can recover
their investments in such plants.
ButaPennsylvania-basedcompany,AtlanticCoastDemolition, challenged New Jersey's system in 1993, claiming that
the policy violates the Constitution because it contains barriers
restricting the import ofsolid waste. The U.S. Court ofAppeals for
the Third Circuit ruled in May that the company's argument was
valid and ordered New Jersey to open up the waste disposal
system so that out-of-state operators can compete.
George Bareis et al. v. Reynolds Metals Company, and
Paul D. Webb (Circuit Court of Saline County, No. 97-703-2).
A group of former Reynolds Aluminum Co. employees
has filed a $25 million suit against the company in an Arkansas state court, alleging that the company violated RCRA and
failed to adequately protect them during the disposal ofwastes,
according to documents filed in court in October.
Reynolds officials were unavailable for comment.
An aluminum industry source says the long-expected suit
is particularly significant since EPA had previously deter-
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mined that Reynolds' treatment process exempted its waste
from strict hazardous waste handling and disposal rules. The
agency, however, recently withdrew that decision.
Sourcessaythatbetween 1991 and June 1997,Reynolds
hired the workers - many of them now plaintiffs - to
dispose of spent potliner wastes at an abandoned aluminum
mine, exposing them to toxic levels of several chemicals.
Gilbert Asho.ffet al. v. City of Ukiah, CA. (U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, No. 97-15010).
Oral arguments for the case were held Nov. 3 and the
three-judge court is expected to issue an opinion on the
appeal sometime this year.
The case concerns whether citizens can rely on RCRA
Subtitle D-the portion ofthe federal law that regulates nonhazardous solid waste - to enforce state statutes. The plaintiffs originally brought suit in district court, arguing that a
city-run landfill was in violation of a state "open dump"
statute. The plaintiffs contended that since the law was in
place when California was delegated its RCRA Subtitle D
authority, the federal statute could be used to enforce the state
law. The district court threw out the case, saying that citizens
cannot invoke RCRA to enforce state law. The plaintiffs
appealed to the Ninth Circuit, arguing that the lower court
misrepresented the statute.
In June, EPA submitted to the federal appeals court an
amicus brief on behalf of citizens who are seeking to enforce
state solid waste regulations under RCRA.
Legislation

RCRA cleanup reform. Congressional staff say that both
the House and the Senate will begin debating legislative
reforms to RCRA in early 1998, and bills to overhaul the
statute's cleanup program which will likely advance alongside, rather than follow, Superfund reauthorization efforts.
But despite renewed and broad enthusiasm for RCRA
reform and a congressional GAO report that bolsters arguments for the need of legislation to update the cleanup
program, congressional staff predict that lawmakers may
again lock horns with the administration and environmentalists over some of the key issues that have stymied Superfund
reauthorization.
EPA tried to reform the RCRA corrective action program administratively, but the agency recently abandoned its
proposed reforms in the face of mounting stakeholder opposition and the prospect of litigation.
Sens. John Chafee (R-RI), Trent Lott (R-MS), Robert
Smith (R-NH), and John Breaux (D-LA), and Rep. Michael
Oxley (R-OH) have all pledged renewed interest in passing a
targeted RCRA reform bill, and congressional staff say that
they will begin working on the legislation during the congressional recess.
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PROJECT TESTS ECONO

OF COMPUTER RECYCLING ..

•gins on page one

only computer collection pilot conducted entirely by private industry rather than governments. Late last year, EPA
concluded a residential electronics and computer waste collection pilot in Binghamton, NY, and Somerville, MA.
Agency and industry sources say that because of the private sector angle of the San Jose effort, the information
gleaned from the venture will add a critical piece to the puzzle of electronic recycling.
The pilot is being carried out by Vista Environmental - a company specializing in developing business
strategies for managing used electronic equipment - and is receiving a grant from the Common Sense Initiative
(CSI), an EPA "industry-by-industry" pollution prevention program. CSI is separated into teams formed to make
environmental improvements in six sectors, including the computer and electronics industry. The EPA panel is
examining issues affecting management of used computer equipment and is studying how the Resource Conservation
& Recovery Act affects these efforts.
One source with Vista says the group's project is unlike the handful of other computer collection pilots in other
states: the focus is strictly on computers; all parties involved are from private industry; and collection time lasted for
one month instead of one day. Group documents say that collecting only computers allowed Vista to garner targeted
information on the volume of equipment and the economic feasibility of handling such materials. In addition,
the group says, "The uniqueness of using private industry project partners and a longer-term collection period
could facilitate development of a practical computer/electronics collection infrastructure model." Vista continues, "Comparison of the outcomes between San Jose and the New England studies ... should facilitate identification of the most feasible and cost-effective means of collecting excess and obsolete electronic products from
the public."
The project collected 31 tons of material, and group sources say that a report on the results of the collection
will be available early next year. The report will examine the value of the scrapped materials, the value of products
and parts sold for reuse, transportation cost, and processing and handling costs.
The conclusion of the San Jose project comes on the heels of an electronics material recycling pilot project in
San Francisco. Observers say these two projects will have major implications for current nationwide efforts to gather
information about the environmental and economic effectiveness of such plans: the San Francisco project is important because of the size of the city and the San Jose project is important because it will examine the economic
viability of electronic recycling.

ENVIRONMENTALISTS FILE SUIT OVER MEDICAL WASTE INCINERATOR RULE
Two national environmental groups filed suit this month against EPA for promulgating what the groups see as
an "inadequate" rulemaking designed to set emissions standards for medical waste incinerators, an attorney for the
groups says.
But a source with the medical waste incineration industry calls the suit "ironic," pointing out that the litigation
could delay implementation of the emissions standards for years while the issue is hashed out in court.
EPA' s medical waste incinerator rule - finalized this summer - went through a number of dramatic changes
since it was originally proposed in 1995. Designed to set the maximum achievable control technology (MACT)
standards for the industry, the rule establishes new source performance standards and emission guidelines to cut
down on toxic emissions. In 1996, EPA announced that based on comments received on the rule, the agency would
make revisions that included Jess-stringent emission standards, less-stringent requirements for small incinerators and
sub-catagorization of facilities based on size. The final rule allows small, rural and existing medical waste incinerators that burn 2,000 pounds or less of waste a week to use "best combustion practices" instead of installing the costly
MACT emissions control devices required of larger burners. According to an agency source, this was done in part
because the more expensive regulations could drive many small incinerators out of business.
But environmentalists are blasting the rule, charging in their lawsuit that the rule will not protect human
health and the environment from emissions of mercury and dioxin. According to a lawyer with Earthjustice
Legal Defense Fund - which is representing the Sierra Club and the Natural Resources Defense Council "EPA's standards are illegal" because they don't meet i;ninimum protections under the Clean Air Act (CAA).
This source points out that the European Union (EU) has developed standards for mercury reductions that are
up to 100 times more stringent than EPA's rules, and that companies in EU countries have been able to comply
with the more stringent regulations.
In an official statement on the lawsuit, environmentalists also point out that regulators in New Jersey submitted
information to EPA during the rulemaking process showing that they have dramatically decreased mercury emissions
from medical waste incinerators by requiring mercury-containing wastes be separated from the fee stock. By
not taking the EU and New Jersey efforts into consideration - and not basing the rule on them - environmentalists charge that EPA' s rulemaking is inherently in violation of CAA and will not adequately protect human
health and the environment.
But at least one industry source is questioning the logic of the lawsuit, saying that it could end up
12
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delaying the rule for ye.
"his source points out that the rule's emiss'
current controls, and that ere is a likelihood that the rule will become
could delay its implementation indefinitely .
At press time, EPA sources were not available for comment.

tandards are more stringent than
roiled in years of litigation which

EPA EXPANDS FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR BUYING RECYCLED-CONTENT PRODUCTS
In an effort to continue promoting the use ofrecovered material, EPA has added 12 new items to the list of
products that must contain recycled content if they are purchased by federal or state agencies using federal money,
agency sources say. The new expansion pushes the list to 36 items.
Under the expansion, these agencies must now buy items such as latex paint, parking stops, lawn and garden
equipment, plastic envelopes, printer ribbons and pallets that are made from recycled materials.
EPA issued in 1995 the Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines, a document that designated 24 items in seven
product categories containing recycled content that government procuring agencies are required to buy. The lists
covered paper and paper products; vehicular products; construction products; transportation products; park and
recreation products; landscaping materials; and office products.
Under section 6002 of the Resource Conservation & Recovery Act, government agencies are required to
promote recycling by buying more products containing recovered materials. RCRA also requires EPA to
designate products that can be made with recovered materials and to recommend practices for buying these
products, agency documents say. President Clinton's 1993 Executive Order 12873 -which requires federal
agencies to purchase environmentally friendly goods or products that contain recycled materials - reinforced
the RCRA requirements.
The list of entities that are required to follow the program include federal, state and local agencies and
their contractors spending more than $10,000 a year of federal funding on a specific item on the procurement
index.
Meanwhile, EPA and the National Association of Counties are drafting a guidance document designed to help
local governments buy "environmentally preferable" materials and in the process reduce contamination when the products are
used or disposed in local landfills. The group says some local governments buy supplies and materials that, when used,
generate haz.ardous by-products that have the potential to leak into groundwater when disposed in landfills.

Other 'operating parameters' could be dropped
EPA DRAFTS NEW PLAN FOR IMPLEMENTING CEMs AT COMBUSTION FACILITIES
EPA will soon float a new implementation plan for its proposed haz.ardous waste combustion emissions
standards that will call for the use of continuous emissions monitors for particulate matter while offering to do away
with some other facility operating parameters, agency staff say.
The new plan will be outlined in a "notice of data availability" (NODA) that will be published in the Federal
Register in mid-December, EPA staff say. The notice will suggest that continuous emissions monitoring ( CEM)
technologies are reliable for detennining compliance with particulate emissions limits, and the agency will provide
new data from recent facility studies to back up its assertions.
The upcoming NODA will outline a new plan for implementing the particulate emissions standards proposed
by EPA in April 1996 in its massive rule to control emissions from haz.ardous waste combustion facilities. Over the
past year, the agency has been running tests on a handful of facilities to determine whether CEM technologies are
reliable for determining compliance with particulate limits, and while industry representatives say they still have
questions about the technology's performance, EPA staff say particulate CEMs are now ready for use.
In the NODA, EPA will provide data from recent CEM tests taken at a DuPont Co. facility, as well as asking
for comment on how to use CEMs to measure compliance with particulate limits and what other monitoring requirements could be dropped when CEMs are used. An EPA staffer says that under the agency's current plan, facilities'
would take particulate CEM readings during their "trial bum," or initial performance test, and use those readings as a
site-specific facility operating parameter. As long as the facility is meeting the particulate CEM limit, there may be
no need to impose other stricter parameters, such as adjusting flue gas flow rates.
Agency staff say that they have not yet decided what particulate-related monitoring requirements EPA can drop
when CEMs are used, and the agency will be asking for specific recommendations on the issue in the NODA. But
EPA staff say that at least one operating parameter - metals feed rates - is almost certain to be retained.
Industry representatives say the plan would be welcome so long as EPA is in fact willing to drop some operating parameters if CEMs are required. But if EPA mandates CEMs without dropping other similar monitoring
requirements, the plan is likely to draw opposition. An agency staffer says EPA is "open to suggestions" and will
closely consider industry's recommendations.
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EAB REMANDS COMBUS

PERMIT IN TEST OF RCRA '01\i

us· AUTHORITY

EPA's Environmental Appeals Board (EAB) has blocked the agency's plan to impose unusual permit requirements on a waste-burning cement kiln in Kansas, in a ruling which industry sources say puts a strong limit on EPA's
use of its "omnibus" pennitting authority under the Resource Conservation & Recovery Act.
EPA staff, however, are applauding one aspect of the board's decision upholding the agency's use of a controversial indirect risk assessment to set emissions standards. Industry bad argued that the risk methodology should not
be used because it was released as agency guidance rather than a formal regulation.
At issue is a RCRA permit for hazardous waste combustion that EPA granted in 1996 to the Ash Grove Cement
Company for its plant in Chanute, KS, which burns hazardous waste as a fuel. In the pennitting process, the agency
relied upon an indirect exposure risk assessment to calculate pennit limits necessary to protect human health and the
environment. When the risk assessment indicated that the feed rate requirements of the "boiler and industrial furnace"
(BIF) rules - which govern emissions from kilns and many other industrial thennal treatment facilities - would not
provide adequate protections, the agency decided to include additional permit requirements for environmental
monitoring of mercury and thallium.
Ash Grove promptly filed a petition for review of the pennit after its issuance, challenging the agency's use of
the indirect exposure risk assessment in the permitting process and the permit conditions requiring environmental
monitoring. The company argued that the agency did not have the authority to employ the risk assessment methodology because it was released as a guidance document under EPA's combustion strategy.
The permit was also challenged by several environmental groups and Rollins Environmental Services, Inc. - a
competitor of Ash Grove in the hazardous waste treatment marketplace. They also questioned the use of the indirect
risk assessment, arguing that flaws in the methodology resulted in inadequate permit limits for thallium and mercury.
In its Nov. 14 ruling, the EAB held that the agency acted within its authority under RCRA when it used the
indirect risk methodology to set pennit standards beyond the requirements and standards of its BIF rules. The board
said that RCRA section 3005, the statute's "omnibus provision," requires the agency to include "any terms and
conditions necessary" to protect human health and the environment in pennits for hazardous waste facilities.
But the board did remand the mercury and thallium emissions limits as well as the additional environmental
monitoring requirements, ruling that the agency did not adequately explain why they were necessary to protect
human health and the environment. According to the board, the administrative record neither supports the conclusion
that the limits are adequate to protect human health and the environment, nor does it support requiring environmental
monitoring. The board said "it is not obvious to us how the requirement for environmental monitoring either limits
the quantity of mercury and thallium emitted from the facility or mitigates the effect of the emissions .. . The record
must demonstrate that the selected permit limits, either alone or in combination with other controls and conditions,
adequately protect human health and the environment."
Cement industry representatives say the ruling represents a solid win for kiln operators and others subject to
BIF pennit proceedings, despite the board's validation of the indirect risk assessment methodology. These sources
argue that the importance of the ruling is the EAB's insistence that EPA must clearly justify its use ofRCRA's
omnibus provision to set permit requirements. "IfEPA uses its omnibus authority for these limits, [the board] is
going to make sure that the region has a real record for that on a site-specific, case-by-case basis," this source says.
Meanwhile, EPA staff are applauding the board's endorsement of the indirect risk assessment, which has come
under fire from several industry groups in the past. The EAB's backing is "certainly helpful," an agency staffer says.
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